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• using an oracle to produce a fresh forgery (most general attack):
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(fresh)
Key property: unpredictability of 𝐌𝐚𝐜𝑘 .
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Quantum
What does it mean for a function to be unpredictable against quantum?
What is a good predictor?
Not a good predictor:
i) Query m1 =

∑

m∈{0,1}n

| m⟩ | 0⟩ to obtain

∑

m∈{0,1}n

| m⟩ | Mack(m)⟩

ii) Measure in the computational basis to obtain (m, Mack(m)) for random m
iii) Output (m, Mack(m))
A good predictor:
key k specifies a random periodic function fk with period pk
Mack(pk) = 0 , and Mack(x) = fk(x) ∀x ≠ pk
i) run period finding to find pk
ii) output (pk,0)
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Has some nice properties:

•
•
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A random function is BZ-unforgeable (BZ ’13)
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forgery comes from here
(msg prefix “from Gilles”)

In fact, it seems like it should be easy to find examples like this! It’s not, though.
Is our intuition right? One obstacle: “property finding” cannot be used.
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Theorem (AMRS17). There are no efficient quantum algorithms which
query Mack once but output two distinct input-output pairs of Mack .
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Tools:
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cases
• Boneh and Zhandry’s rank method
• Zhandry’s superposition representation of quantum random oracles

Outlook
What’s next?
• did we solve the problem?
• is blind-unforgeability the “right” notion of unforgeability against quantum adversaries?
• maybe: it does the right thing on all the examples we could think of;
• maybe not: it seems hard to prove that it implies BZ (does that matter?); we can come up
with lots of seemingly inequivalent variants of BU.

In general: we need to develop and refine new techniques for quantum query complexity to
suit “crypto needs”, e.g. to analyze
1. algorithms which only succeed on a small space of inputs;
2. algorithms which succeed with vanishing (but non-negligible) probability;
3. non-asymptotics: problems with an “easy/impossible” thresholds of one (or few)
queries.

